Two different images of the Prophet Muhammad and his message in the East and the West
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Abstract

Islam is a religion of the soul’s harmony and heart’s intimacy, but most of the people do not know this reality. In the era of Muslim Caliphs, the freedom of non-Muslims, who had enjoyed with a free living status, protection and safety in Muslim states, was not in return for paying the capital tax. The taken tribute from them was not the price of their freedom, but was for the integrity of the Righteous justice between them and Muslims to protect them and their family members were living with Muslims side by side in the society and were not involved in military services to defend a nation believes in Islam. How they can defend a Muslim country and they do not believe in Islam?

Jihad does not mean killing some one without any reason and right, but it is to recover the rights of vulnerable people from the harshness of powerful oppressors. Stoning of the adulterer and the adulteress in Islam is not an injustice or affront to human rights after the permission granted in polygamy. Islam is not a religion of men only, as some people think, because of their mental illness. The men and women both are created as being two sides of the one soul. The hatred between Muslims and followers of other religions throughout the ages is created by the West for a planned temptation against Islam in the period of the Crusades and purposely for the western colonialism. There are millions of people not crazy if they believe that Islam has no connection to any kind of racialism, colonialism and terrorism. Therefore, we must correct the misconceptions about Islam among the nations to live in peace and harmony in the contemporary World.

1. A historical background

Recently, a picture of Muhammad - the Prophet of Islam - and its message emerged and sparked a sensation was full of pain, sorrow, anger and violence on the streets all over the world from the East to the West, representing a real jealous and sincere passion in the hearts of Muslims for the true religion of God and Prophet of the mercy (peace be upon him). All those scenes and events that were seen indicate the presence of something unusual and unsuitable in this picture. This is natural, because this is a Western picture talks in English. It is not a Middle Eastern picture, because it does not talk in Arabic, although the personal owner of the original picture was an Arab by the flesh and blood. He lived being an Arab, never pronounced English until his death.

First, the presence of this strange thing in the image indicates that there is an unrealistic representation to the owner of this image, because the original Arabic image of the owner is fixed at Eastern people and lie of this Western counterfeit image, and reveals the presence of a full fraud, fake and partial representation against its fixed realities to its people. As well as, it indicates clearly that there is a specific target for this counterfeit image, which is inherent in its English language. I mean that it addresses the English-speaking Western world particularly. Here we find several essential questions impose themselves? Why this picture chose only English-speaking viewers in the West? Is there a fear from its people in the Muslim World, that they will soon prove its fraud, as they being the owner of the original image, know what is the reality of this image more than others? No need for them to identify the personal image of the owner, because his bright image and pure history and beloved message entirely clear, which is written in the books of Correct Ḥadīth called (Kutub Al-Ṣiḥāḥ). This means that there was a need to clarify the image of the Prophet of Islam to those who do not know him and importance of his message, because if it was not so, there has been a foregone conclusion, and the loss of the purpose was behind this image and its fraud. This is a constant inevitably. The English language, which is spoken by this image, indicates the presence of a difference between the two images: original and counterfeit on one hand, as it turns out that there is a particular reason for this crazy behavior of photographer on the other hand.

Second, it is noted that Muhammad had free sex mind in this picture, but we note that there is no free sex country in the Muslim East. Free sex countries are in the West. Are the real followers of Muhammad in the West? Not in the East? How it can be imagined?

Is Islam as being a religion brought by Muhammad a religion of free sex mind? If it is so, it means that the people in the West are real Mohemdon, and the majority of Muslims in the East is not real Mohemdon. Is this not a fraud?

It means that the real goal behind this current picture is not to discus on this subject, but the reason is something else.
The reason is that Islam began to spread in the West dramatically today. The goal behind these desperate attempts is not the Muslim East, but it is a Western consciousness, to make it disable and mislead the search, investigation, serious thinking, and away from the truth and justice. As it turns out that there is an imbalance and a kind of impotence in the materialistic identity of the Western genius to face the fact in the spiritual life, and despite the fact that the West considers itself the owner of the highest authority and majeure force (a god) in its materialistic life to this sordid world. A sense of loss of the balance between the spiritual and materialist life prompted it to commit such heinous crimes against the all humanities and against the messenger of humanity. Even the masses in the West cannot recognize the original identity and beloved Biography of the Prophet in the photo, not familiar with the secret charm of the beauty in his message to accept the true religion of God and believe in His book, which is brought by him, to guide all the people by the guidance and evidence: (Qur'an).

Perhaps the world has not forgotten that a senior authority of the Church in America, intended one year ago to burn a copy of the Qur'an, but forgot that this immortal book is a spiritual book and the spirit never die.

To clarify serious dimensions of the target or the end of this Western counterfeit image more clearly, we have to study the nature of this age and the need for the West to such a picture in such an era.

This era (globalization) has begun at the end of communism in the castle: (Soviet Union) and then by the end Page of the presence of Warsaw, and the survival of NATO as a military superpower alone between the two great powers in the world. After dissolution of the former Soviet Union did not stay for the NATO promised only Islam, because Islam - in its view - is alone able to stand in the way to gain control of this alliance and an iron grip on the whole world, especially the countries in Africa, Middle East and Near Asia.

There is no doubt that the world order had been upset after the collapse of the Soviet Union, and became the third world (vulnerable countries) in the world in danger, because the intentions colonial NATO - represented in the United States and other Western countries allied as the world's superpower - was and is still clear in extending its control to capture the smaller developing countries - Third World - and thus the Islamic countries began to feel that it has a sign to be wretched prey in the pliers of another intellectual colonial invasion again. The United States of America and other allied Western countries, particularly Britain, Germany, Netherlands and France are fighting now with Islam everywhere, so as to impose a new materialistic world known as globalization and it was known that Islamic countries will not surrender easily, and can withstand and stand against the aggressive policies of the West to protect vulnerable countries and peoples. So it was the only way to use force against the truth and justice, using the oppression, propaganda, media and intellectual invasion against Islam, the holy book (Qur'an) and the Arab Prophet - peace be upon him - by using the minds of some Muslims who sold their conscience cheaply, to propagate on their tongues ideas pave the way for acceptance of alienation from Islam or to be the poor Muslim groups wretched prey to the attempts of the planned Christianization, as it is happening in Indonesia, the
largest Muslim country as the number of Muslims. Therefore, the attack on Islam escalated in the recent period, through the hurling charges in media campaigns and cultural succession against it, and warping its great purposes and principles for the humanity, and challenging in the holy book, and doing harm to the Prophet Muhammad, and messing biography and enacted honorable fragrant, and warp call to alienate people of them, and make them away from Islam, which is chosen by God Almighty to be last religion of people: "We did not send you, but for all of the people as a messenger of glad tidings and as a herald." (1), and "We did not send you but as a mercy for the people." (2) They have gone in their desperate attempt to distract Muslims from Qur'an particularly, then a big movement to slander Al-Qur'an and its holy verses began, which changed many of its provisions, and provided unjust explanations for its different purposes, and emboldened the people of falsehood to prepare a new book for Muslims naming (the right Qur'an) prepared by one of the specialized committees in hostility to Islam and Muslims, consisting on twelve parts, to be - as their plan - a substitute for the Qur'an, the holy book of Muslims in the era of globalization.

Now the ongoing war between the East and West is not originally between Islam and other religions: Judaism and Christianity in the world, but they are mounted to control and influence, they are against every religion actually. It is a war between the spirituality of the Middle East: (the religions) and materialism of globalization (the materialist West), which is specially waged against Islam, because Islam is the only one who can face this storm of Western materialist colonialism, and its hostile policies against the weak countries and nations in the present time.

We should not forget that the Crusaders were benefited after achieving their goals by Islamic civilization in many areas helped the progress of civilization in Europe. Therefore, Islamic civilization was the cause of an interest in the Islamic world for Europe and their motivation to study the languages of Muslim nations and their important Islamic heritage.

When Arabic language overshadowed Latin language in Spain, and many Christians accepted Islam, the demand increased for the study of Islamic culture to bring out the cultural treasure of Muslim civilization for the establishment of European civilization, but there was another purpose behind their care of studying Islamic heritage to attack Islam and distract it, because they found the strength and charm in the Islamic heritage, that made Christians to leave studying their own language and culture. (3)

There were two main purposes behind their interest in the study of Islam: to extract the cultural treasures to establish their civilization and to prepare missionaries scientists can use their knowledge against the Muslim religion to Christianity in the East. Those series did not stop so far, but the goal has changed now, the goal is not to know the religion, but the goal is to attack against all the religions. It is despite the fact that Islam is their target today, but I think that other religions will face tomorrow which is faced by Islam today, means the materialist system in the West.

A book (The Satanic Verses) by Salmān Rushdie has already issued and another book published by Cricket Song in the United States some years ago, entitled: (Muhammad is the
Messenger of doom: the terrorist doctrine of Islam, according to the words of Muhammad himself). This book is written by a person named Craig Wayne in order to discredit Islam and all Muslims. This book represents the culmination of growing hostility against the Islamic religion in some fanatic American Christian circles. The author mentioned in his book some reference books in Arabic, like: "the biography" by Ibn Ishāq, and "the correct" in Ḥadīth by al-Bukhārī, and "History of the nations and kings" by Abu Ja'far Muhammad b. Jarīr al-Ṭabarī. He pretended by quoting some verses from the Qur'an and Ḥadīth that he has studied the doctrine of Islam and its message. By using some texts of Qur'an and Ḥadīth, and some wrong partial conclusions, he described Islam by all imperfections including: evil, falsity, terrorism, theft, bloodshed, deceit and misrepresentation, even he described God who is alone has no partner, worthy to be worshiped, by the qualities not worthy to be used for God Almighty.

Then this kind of imaginary film appeared that tracks the habits and traditions of the pre-Islamic society, which was immersed in the darkness of ignorance, based on a system of the marriage, without any limitation, on the habits of civilized human societies based on illuminating the science in the East and the West.

We must not turn to reply to such crazy behavior, not use violence against them, but must show the historical background of this enmity between the religious spirituality of the Muslims in East and the atheist materialism in the West, to enlighten the thought of Western human by the enlightened guidance of science and gratitude.

As mentioned Craig Wayne in his book names of some references in Arabic, but by these names of Arabic books he cannot deceive the scholars that he had studied them really, because they know very well what is written in these valuable books, because Muslims - and non-Muslims as well - know very well that the Prophet (peace be upon him) descended from (Ḥira) from the mountains of Mecca, with a book given by God. He brought this version to reform the dysfunctional affairs of the life of nations, and no doubt in this book, it is a guidance for the righteous, above suspicion in its clear verses, no any change happened in it, nor alter nor distortion throughout the centuries ago from the bright history of Islam.

In fact Craig Wayne did not study the Arab Islamic books referred by him absolutely, but he studied what was written by the fanatics Orientalists about Islam, the Arab Prophet (Peace be upon him) and Qur'an in foreign languages earlier, as he did not study them in Arabic. It is possible that he studied some of these topics through the translated Islam in the West, which has been translated by the whims of the pro-Western translators, and it is known that the translation - no matter how it is honest or accurate - is un-trustable to the original texts in the field of research and investigation. Anyone of those who doubt in Qur'an, as Jews, Christians and other non-Muslims, may challenge the validity of the proportion of this book (Qur'an) to God Almighty, but if he wants to study the faith of Islam and Prophet, (peace be upon him), he has to return to this book he can read those subjects that he wants to discuss about them. If the reader is a non-Muslim scholar, he has to differentiate between his beliefs and the beliefs of Muslims, if he wants to search in the faith of Muslims he must search in the light of their beliefs, not in the light of his suspicions.
We find this phenomenon to Orientalists generally and in all chosen subjects for their study and research. They do not study Islam by the Muslim point of view, but they use a black glass of hostility for Islam and Muslims first, then study, and offer their views as the views of Muslims, then bring out some wrong partial conclusions. That is why there is a difference between the original images in the east and counterfeit in the West.

Then, they depend on the Qur'an alone to prove their false claims or deny the hard facts and they do not believe in it as being Christians. How they rely on reference do not trust its truth?

The same applies to the spoken words by the Prophet, written in the six books of (Correct Ḥadith) called (Kutub al-Ṣiḥāḥ al-Sittā), they rely on them to view their false claims only, but they do not believe that they are telling the truth, as well do not believe in their narrators. How they can impose on the readers, which is not trustable or acceptable to them?

Therefore, I think that the Orientalists generally and the author Craig Wayne especially, think that the attack on Islam through the tong of the books written in biographies by Muslim Scholars is the best way to mislead the Muslims and keep them away from their religion, so Wayne used the names of some Arabic sources and references, such as: biography of Ibn Isḥāq, the history of al-Ṭabarī and Bukhārī to make Muslims trust to what he (Wayne) says in his deceiver research.

Here the question is that the author (Wayne) as long did not read the book of Ibn Isḥāq and the history of al-Ṭabarī, why he chose the personality of two great men specifically, though there are hundreds of books in the biography of the Prophet and history of Islam by many Muslim intellectuals and Orientalists also? Why he did not depend on the books of his teachers from Orientalists? Here it shows something black in his honesty clearly. It shows that, in fact, he studied the views of the Orientalists, but does not want to admit this fact in the front of Muslims, because the goal of this deceiver book is to let Muslims read his book, knowing very well that Muslims do not hear the word of Orientalists, and never, because their views on Islam and its message are known to them and Muslim scholars had refuted and substantiated them by the unequivocal profs when they arise each time.

Here we must not forget that who is Ibn Isḥāq? What is the important role of his book in the (Prophet's biography)? why the author chose these two characters (Ibn Isḥāq Ibn and Jarir al-Ṭabarī) among other historians and owners of the books in (Prophet's biography) specifically.

Orientalists cared the book of Ibn Isḥāq in their curriculum as the first reference in the biography of the Prophet, as Ibn Isḥāq was the first who discovered the papers of Jewish rabbis, revealing the accepting Islam by Abdullah bin Salam and Makhrīq who were scholars of Jews, and they had knowledge about the Messenger of Allah by his qualities heralded by Torah. The Prophet says, "Makhrīq is the best of Jews." Here, Ibn Isḥāq narrated that a group of Jewish rabbis accepted the prophecy of Muhammad, as he also mentioned that a group of Christian scholars came to Mecca and heard the words spoken by the Messenger of Allah and
believed in the truth of those words. Therefore, character of Ibn Ishāq in his book has its attraction to Jews and Christians, but they cannot discredit every documents brought by Ibn Ishāq regarding Islam by Jewish rabbis and the Annunciation of the Prophet in the Bible. Those qualities of the Prophet - blessings and peace be upon him - were received and defined by the Christian scholars of Najrān delegation and others who were not stopped to see the right by any kind of the obnoxious intolerance or blind imitation or self-desire. (4)

As well as character of Abu Ja’far Muhammad b. Ja’far al-Tabari as a well known scientist of Ḥadīth, Fiqh and history, who became famous by his two books: (history of the nations and kings) which is one of the most important reference in Islamic history, and (complete statement in the interpretation of Qur’an), was born in Ṭabristān, in the year 422 AH, and visited Iraq, Syria and Egypt. He remembered many sensitive sciences related to the Qur’an and Arabic language. He had knowledge about the days of people and their data, and collected from the sciences what was not shared by any one in his time. He died in Baghdad in the year 310 AH after spending forty years writes every day forty papers. (5)

Why the character of Imam Abu Ja’far Muhammad b. Ja’far al-Tabari cannot be attractive to Orientalists, who dealt with the evidence was given by Jews and Christians about the prophesy of Muhammad, and who interpreted the book in this verse, "We gave them the book" by the Torah and Bible, and interpreted the verse, "They recognize him, as they recognize their sons" that Jews and Christians know that Muhammad is a prophet, as they recognize their sons. (6) Jews and Christian Orientalists are interested in studying his statements in the interpretation of Qur’anic verses especially those were related to Jews, Christians and their distorted books.

When we study the topics were chosen by the author (Wayne) in his huge book (consists in more than seven hundred pages) seems that it was beyond his capability, and no doubt he did not compose this book himself, but only with the help of some Muslim scholars or biased specialists who sold their conscience cheaply. It does not bother us here, but only that these issues have not been studied systematically, because every subject needs an objective, scientific, and accurate study, but the pages of this book are free of this type of study and methodology. Therefore, we see that he displays on the right, and insists on a falsehood, which is against the scientific way, if he studied translation of these Arabic books, or studied in their original language, - the glorious Arabic - as he claims - what prompted him to resort to concealment of scientific facts? Anyone who has knowledge about Islam knows that Islam is facing such challenges since the beginning. This is a usual habit of Orientalists. Generally, they chose various subjects in a single article without a careful study and demonstrate their scientific genius in their environment, even though it is always superficial, as being empty from a substantive study based on a scientific methodology, and being far away from the trustable scientific integrity to the readers, which must be notable in the field of scientific research.

As for the fake scenes in this fake film emerged recently, indicate those constant attempts failed to undermine the high Islamic values as we hear their echoes from time to time. Actually, they are some old colonial tones are repeated by colonialists occupiers who
occupied and still they have some intentions in their hearts to colonize Arab and Islamic
countries in the Middle East. We hear from their tongues the counterfeit lessons of human
rights, doubled equality, biased justice and chaotic democracy from pulpits of the United
Nations, but they actually suck the blood of innocents and grab with their teeth meat of
vulnerable peoples all over the world in the east and west. They ignore international laws,
and their continuous attempts are to exterminate the human. Especially vulnerable nations are
crying with blood tears from their terrible heinous crimes that exhausted the whole Muslim
East. They say that terrorism stems from the Islamic religion means the Qur'an, but they
know who is the biggest terrorist?

We do not find in this book only these neglected words: that Islam is the terrorism,
Muhammad is a terrorist, all Muslims are terrorists, jihad is terrorism and this is a false
religion. These words are not more than the delirium words of a crazy person, behind these
words there is a kind of fear and panic hidden in the hearts of the colonists from the word
(Jihad), really, Jihad in Islam is a legitimate right, which is really a war against evil and
mischief in the land, and it is to combat with the owners of false and distorted religions. They
let people fear of this word (Jihad), but the people know very well that Jihad is not to kill
innocent people without any reason and right.

Islam is a religion joins the hearts. It is a religion of familiarity of souls. It is not to
deceive people and take away their property. It does not enslave women and children. It is not
for the murder, extermination and torture, as the fancy author (Wayne) thinks or it is
perpetrated by powerful countries.

Now it is clear that the Holy Prophet was beneficent for all the humanity, God sent
him as a mercy to the nations, and God sent him to the morals perfect, he is not a messenger
do doom as fancy author (Wayne) thinks.

Here, we should mention some advantages characterized by Islam to describe the real
picture of Islam especially in this civilized era we should also know where is the time and
where is the Islam in this contemporary world.

2. Jihad or the Holy war in Islam

The conflict between the right and wrong is as old as the universe, it has no rest, as it has no
end and it will not be stopped until Allah inherits the earth and every thing on the earth
returns to Him (God). Every nation must live with the dignity and strength, fully prepared to
confront the enemy with all of its strength, taking every means for the victory, training its
youth for Jihad and fighting, because, this world is only for who is the powerful, there is no
logic in this world except the logic of force, as the Arab poet said:

"Hence, who cannot defense his property himself by his weapons will be destroyed".
"Who does not treat unjustly may be treated unjustly".
No doubt that there is a massage of the power in the words spoken by the poet, but it is unfair to be harmful for the people by using the power.

Islam is the true religion of God to the humanity. Its interest is to call people to accept its right guidance and get-together under its banner to enjoy a life of the security and stability and to live a dignified living, which is wanted by God for human beings. Islamic nation is a nation chosen by God to uphold His religion, preach His reveal and deliver this guidance and light to all the nations on the earth.

If there is any suspension from any one in the way of its appeal who wants to turn it away from going ahead, he must be defeated and the land must be cleaned of his evil, so that guidance of God can be delivered to the people and the truth words of God can be on the highest place and the people can feel their religious freedom in believing in One Almighty God safely. Therefore, God proceeded the fighting to push any unjust aggression to destroy all the power against its advocacy and delivery to the people to be accepted by their freedom and contentment. God said truly: (And fight them until persecution is no more and the religion is only for God) Verse: (al-Baqarah: 193)

Therefore, do not fight against any one except that unjust aggressor, who wants to impose his will on the nation to oppress by the power and force, to prevent the religion of God by the power of iron and fire, and tempt Muslim through the means of temptation and strife, as it is said by God: (Fight in the cause of God against who fight you, do not aggress, Allah does not love the aggressors). (7)

a. So fighting should be for making the word of God on the highest place and the pride of His religion.

b. God hates the aggression, oppression and tyranny, whatever, can be its sources.

c. The sedition against Muslims, by persecution, torture and displacement is counted alike the murder.

d. Do not fight against the women, the weak persons and the children who cannot afford to fight.

e. Jihad (the holy war) is allowed to shove off the idolaters, to entomb the sedition and to secure the way of calling to God.

f. Leaving the tunnels and Islamic Jihad in the cause of God by the wealth and soul is counted a cause for a loss of the self.

One of the American researchers in the field of political science has issued a book, since some years later, in which he talked about the concept of jihad in Qur’an and Islam. Where we see that he considered that the violence that is presently tearing a large number of Muslim societies is not only the cause of internal severe crises, but also reflects the reaction of these communities against the phenomenon of globalization, which carries a Western hegemony. He finds that the violent protests against this phenomenon are not
confined to Muslim societies, but are common to all human societies, including Western societies. It is a reaction against the blind and sweeping forces of globalization.

Islamic Jihad on the one hand and the phenomenon of globalization on the other hand, both are involved in mobilizing a lot of raging irrationality and intellectual confusions and moral emotions. This thing requires a careful study, because it has not been analyzed enough. It is true that the balance of power is not equal. It is completely unbalanced because it is in the favor of Western powers, but they almost lead to the same result.

Here we should also revise the thesis was presented and defended by a Belgian historian (Henry Perrin) in the thirties of this century. We note that this thesis has returned to the scene again with the emergence of the current conflict between Islam and the West. It is known that the historian had been talked about for a permanent break in the area of Mediterranean basin from the first appearance of Islam in the basin. There has been a real crack or chasm due to this appearance and that expansion. Here the meaning of the chasm is the violence and secondly comes the will to power and domination. Therefore, the violence linked to the force, and the will of the force is supported or justified by Jihad (the holy war) in the religious community, as justified by just war or legitimacy in the secular world, but who talks about Jihad in the religious sense talks also about theology and contains of its meaning. Thus, it articulates the will of the force with the bets of meaning in explaining this word "Jihad". Therefore, jihad is contained on both sides: the meaning and the force. We cannot confine the concept of the holy war only in the religious circle, because it is also present in the constituency of secularism, but they imagine that they are avoiding religious colorings by changing the term from the just war or legitimacy rather than holy war or Jihad. (8)

However, those powerful countries must not fear, who call for the globalization to impose a united economic, materialistic and political system to the world for their own interest, which pretends its powerful military arms against Jihad of weak fighters: (Mujahidin), but that strong unjust, who oppresses to the weak and unjustly treated person knows with his internal aware of the feeling what is the right and wrong? Then that aggressor, who occupies the lands of weak people by the force, cannot breathe at ease, because he feels the seriousness of the possibility of confrontation with the peoples of the occupied territories every moment, as he feels that it is like hearing alarms of the danger and he considers that it is imminent. The strong oppressor knows this fact also what would happen if the battle took place between them? Who will lose and will be defeated and who will win? He knows also that the calculation of the victory and defeat is based always on the equal forces of the two fighters, but if one of them is mostly strong conqueror and the other one is vanquished and subdued, it will be unthinkable victory in the battle to the stronger one, because the first one is already victorious, then the stronger one can destroy by his enormous strength the force of his poor oppressed enemy fully, but he knows also that he cannot overcome the colossus determined and firm will of these weak countries and their broken nations, because the colossus determined and firm will of the nations is a moral element, which never can be invincible and never can be wavered. The wars can be ended, but the fires
of anger, revenge and hatred in the hearts of future generations of the oppressed nations does not subside at all, but the subsequent generations keep of the flame of their revolution from the bodies of their glory, buried in the ashes, overwhelming against the oppressors. They believe that the fight cannot be calculated by the time in the history of the nations. They never forget the names of heroes of the martyrs. They believe that the death for the dignity better than the life in the bondage to the oppressors who take the possessions illegally, and believe that they are still alive at their Lord. Therefore, they fight against the enemy, generation after generation in order to restore the glories. This is the so-called Jihad among the Muslims, so muscles of the powerful oppressor begin to quiver, when they hear the name of the holy war. The history is the best witness tells us that Muslims always had been in the minority, as they are now, but they carried the banner of Jihad to return the rights of vulnerable nations from the sinner murderers and criminals. The confrontation was between the minority of the oppressed Muslims and the majority of dominates, but God Almighty wrote the victory always in the favor of Muslims. Muslim nations believe that the life and death is in the hands of God Almighty, if any one cited in the way of returning back the rights of his nation and its members, will never die, he will get a great reward behalf of God, on the day of the counting, Muslim cannot be afraid of death even if he is in the clutches of death. In contrast, the Western nations have separated the religion from the political and social life and began to rely on a purely materialist view, after neglecting the divine and the result also appeared that the nature has conquered the field of education and culture deprived from the message of God and the man became to the man a harmful wolf.

3. Tribute in Islam

(Al-Jizyah): This word means the amount paid by the followers of other religions (especially Christians and Jews) to Muslims for their protection and support. It is called in English “the tribute”, because it is a substitute of the protection and defense. Muslim scholars differed in concerning who will be taken under the tribute. Some of them said that it will not be accepted only from Christians, Jews and Magi. It is said by al-Imām al-Shafī‘I, Aḥmad Ibn Ḥambal, Abu Ḥanīfa and Mālik b. Anas that the tribute will be taken from everyone, except worshipers of idols from Arabs only. (9) The amount of the tribute was according to the jurisprudence: to the convenience of easy and hard situations. It is narrated that ʿUmar b. al-Khaṭṭāb removed the tribute from an old Jew, when he saw him asking people and supported him from the house of money for Muslims.

System of Islamic laws and rules: (al-Shari‘ah) ordered Muslims to fight against the infidels and those aggressors, who refuse to accept the religion of God, to enjoy the leafy shadow of Islam, fairness of its provisions and refuse the right call of Islam, where is the prosperity and happiness for all supporters of the humanity. God has been excluded followers of the Holy Books, from the interpretation of the meaning of fighting against infidels, therefore, ordered Muslims to call them to accept Islam, if they refuse, they have to pay the tribute, otherwise, Islam will fight against them until they accept Islam and the orders given by God (in these words): (until they pay the tribute by their hands and they are humiliated). The tribute is - originally - a symbol of the submission and acquiescence, and a code for non-
Muslim to accept living under the system of Islam, a code to show the obedience and satisfaction and to follow the rules in Islamic state. It is an expression for the principle of cooperation between the free non-Muslims and Islamic State, in other words; to surrender to the rule of Islam and for the satisfaction to all of its legislations and provisions. Muslims pay "Zakāt" of their wealth each year. Non-Muslim living in Islamic state does not cost to pay "Zakāt", but assigned to the payment of tribute, which runs a low amount of money, not more than forty-eight "Dirhams" per year, instead of defense, protection and support, and enjoyment of the facilities for general living dependents of the state.

Therefore, the target of the tribute is not levying of taxes, nor snatching money, but it is a satisfaction of the followers of other religions in living under the rule of Islam, as which is said has been ratified that: (God did not send Muslims to be collectors, but to be guides to the right path).

4. Sharing the women is Mazdaism

"Mazdak" appeared after "Zoroaster" in the era of "Khosrau Qubād" the king of Persia, and claimed that Allah sent him to preach that the women and wealth are free for the participation among all of the people, because they are all brothers and children of one father. However, "Khosrau Anushirwān" resolved the matter by killing "Mazdak" and his companions. Otherwise, the kingdom of Persia was gone. When these malicious tendencies spread out among the Persian nation, the modesty lacerated, treachery and betrayal, pettiness and immorality prevailed and took the rule of brute qualities, corrupt morals and veered tempers to them. "Anushirwān" could not erase these delusions of the corrupt minds, because these mistaken ideas had been attached to their minds for a long time. Therefore, it was a bug in their vulnerability, even if they were attacked by Arabs, only one campaign was enough for them to be defeated, comparing Persians to Romans, who were immobilized in a gladiator fight against Arabs, for a long chronic character. (10)

Many of the followers of the passions and desires were and still are trying to revoke the belief in God and eternal life and then legalization of the wealth and sacrilege of the dignities and spread of corruption, and after those words used to propagate the evils effect human beings in their ideas of the divinity used by the materialist doctrines, whether, in the ancient time or in the modern age, - that are recorded by the history and attested by the reality of today - there was and still is a need for the religion, as being a system of the life and the bonds of the social relation. Islamic religion is based on the deep-rooted foundations and the fixed pillars. Islam preserves - for its followers - a system of the construction, happiness of nations, and the right path, which is found in the form of the best advice guides the passenger to the excellent city.

What is happening today for the propagation of equality between the men and women has been become already an old arrogance taken from the followers of "Mazdak" who followed the way of betrayal life, as it is stated by "Mazdak" himself:
"All of the laws, provisions, borders and literatures are developed among the people by the unfair judgment, are fixed for the injustice and based on the falsehood. The holy eternal law is not superseded until now and still remained preserved in its custody in animals and beasts”. (11)

Therefore, it is not a question of Islamic religion, but all of the divine religions. It is a question of a real faith, fixed revealed laws and provisions. Today, who sings the songs of "Romanism" and "Realism" repeats the materialist cylinder of "Manes" and "Magus" originally and does not want to be bound to any doctrine or religion.

5. Polygamy in Islam

God Almighty said: "O men, fear your Lord who created you from one soul and created the couple from it and broadcasted many men and women from both of them".

"If you fear to do not deal justly with the orphans, marry two or three or four from the other women as you like, then if you fear to do not deal justly (with them) marry one or proprietary (will be counted enough) at least it is better than stopping the support" (al-Nisâ‘).

The first fact: (God created you from one soul) means you all (male and female) belong to one origin, means Adam, not from the bacterium appeared on the surface of the water as it is claimed by Darwin.

The second fact: all men and women are created from one soul. The men and women both are two faces of one truth, because they both complete each other. They are two half of the one, they both constitute a single soul together, then a process of convergence in the form of male and female appears as the results of their meeting, being in fact a single soul, and without any one of them neither male nor female is found, but as the divine miracle, as Adam was created without a father and mother, Jesus was created without a father and Eve without a husband.

The third fact: "God created her couple from one soul" means that the souls of people are created in the form of the couple; in the form of a male and female. They share in the reality of a single soul, which is the humanity of all human beings shown in the one genus (one self).

However, the women are more than the men today in many countries of the world. Therefore, polygamy is the best solution to the problem of the proliferation of women and lack of men, although the long-range chat strewn on the issue of “polygamy in Islam” - as Sayyid Quṭub said - that this issue can be controlled by numbers, not can be controlled by the theories. There are men and women in every nation. It is practically impossible that the number of men will be balanced with the numbers of women. So there is no way except one man getting more than one woman.
When the girl was killed immediately after her birth in the old Arab community, which was called Jāhiliyah society, because the process of female infanticide was the biography of an ignorance culture, but it is strange that the world of today killed the thousands and millions of girls within the bellies of their mothers, but it is still called a civilized world. As in China and elsewhere and still occur in many countries of the world on behalf of the birth control sometimes and on behalf of family planning some other times. The truth is that she and her motherhood still is being killed.

As for, when the nation losses its balance the number of men is being less than women, as in the wars and epidemics, where men are more exposed than women, so there is a scope for a man to enumerate his wives.

As we see, in Germany three girls in accordance with every young man. This is a situation of social disruption. So what is the solution to face this imbalanced situation?

The first solution is to marry every man only one woman and the remaining two women do not know a man as their husband in their lives, not house, not children and not family.

The second solution is to marry every man one woman to live with her in marital relations, and go to the other women or one of them to let her know the man without knowing the home or the child. If she knows the child, it will be known also that the child is born by the crime, then there will be a campaign against the child and his mother caused a shame and loss.

The third solution is that a man marries more than one woman setting them up to the honor of the marriage and provides them with safe home and guarantee of the family, and raises his conscience from a psychic crime and concerning in a sin and the agony of the conscience, and raises the society from psychic chaos and mixing of lineages. So which one is said more appropriate solution to the humanity, deserving of masculinity and kindness for the women themselves and most useful for them? (12)

So if any one going to marry a widow should be encouraged, because it is better than a widow burns herself with her husband's dead body after his death, as fulfillment of the faith and love for her dead husband, as it was seen in Hindu society in ancient India usually, where, the widow had lost her husband in her life was living hated and tormented due to an old thinking that she was a luckless woman, her presence was the only cause of her husband's death, so she thought that burning herself will be better than the unbearable social shame and stigmatic fear. It is better that the men with their boldness bear the expenses of widows looking at the status of women in the society and bridge the corruption, which is expected to leak from the social imbalance to the community. Those scared communities and people who are afraid of polygamy, close their eyes from what is happening in Europe in the darkness of the midnight, where the nights are alike the day to the devil. How many girls had been killed in the wombs of their mothers without any sin after a medical examination to determine the male and female, as it is seen in China and other countries in the world? How many newborn
babies had been thrown on the streets? How many young orphans do not know their parents and identity? They do not know, except that they are "the natural children", because they cannot be called by the name “the legal boys or girls” in a legitimate social custom. (13)

6. Conclusion: The hatred between Muslims and followers of other religions

Originally there was no place for the hatred between Muslims and followers of other religions. This temptation is planted by the West against Islam and Muslims during the Crusades and beyond. It is known that the rights of the followers of other religion were not decreased in the era of Muḥammad the prophet nor in the era of the Righteous Caliphs, because there was an agreement between the prophet and Jews after the migration from Mecca to Medina, there were many groups of them living in Medina, the agreement was on the basis of the freedom and the alliance. It was a political document to ensure public freedoms of citizens in the peace and war, including the freedom of opinion and belief, the inviolability of life and wealth, and the prohibition of the crime, beatings at the hands of the perpetrators, emphasized justice and equality among the citizens, according to the differences in their faiths, rights and duties. (14) The hatred between Muslims and the West motivated, such as: the belief that the Holy Qur'an was revealed as the previous divine books were revealed, but the followers of other religions say that Qur'an is written by Muḥammad the prophet and some believe that Qur'an is taken from the old and new holy books of Bible, but the truth is that Qur'an is an inspiration from God. The dispute is originally in being Qur'an made by the human being, but who say that Qur'an is taken from their holy books, they have to respect the sanctity of Qur'an, but they do not respect and raise the dust in front of the bright face of Islam, the prophet and his message (Qur'an) planting a sedition against Islam and designated (Muslims) in the world.

We should mention here some opinions of the specialists in Oriental Studies in the revelation (Qur'an), because they could not understand the reality of the revelation and prophecy, as they could not understand also the relationship between them. In their opinion the revelation is only an entrance of God's spirit in the spirit of revealed persons, as it is understood in the Christianity, which believed that Jesus is the God by this way. Therefore, Jesus became a God after setting God's spirit in his body, but it is rejected by Islam categorically, because the entrance of God Almighty in any other creature is not permissible, as well the entrance of any creature in God is not permissible.

The best witness in this issue is the saying of (E. Dermanghame): "when the war broke out between Islam and Christianity, which was continued for several centuries, a repulsion and bad misunderstanding between the two teams had been developed, but we have to accept that the misunderstanding from the Westerners side was more than the Eastern. For after the battle, in the period of intellectual violent against Islam was buried of the evils during western Byzantine argument. The writers and poets were mercenaries from the West, without feeling their tiredness began to attack on Arabs in their studies, but their attacks on them were falsely and contradictory". (15)
However, there were some honorable Orientalists in their oriental studies who had a deep impact on Muslim and European public opinion, as a French writer (Claude Etienne Safari) had described Muḥammad the prophet of God with the greatness in the preface of his translation of Qur'an, saying: "Muḥammad founded a world religion based on a simple faith, containing only which is decided by the mind in the faith in One God, which rewards virtue and punishes vice. However, the enlightened Western person though did not recognize the prophecy of Muḥammad, but he could not refuse that Muḥammad was one of those greatest men, who appeared in the history).

Whereas the English writer Thomas Gar Lyle said in his book (worship of the heroes and heroic): (16)

"It is one of the biggest disgrace to all civilized people in this age to say that the religion of Islam is a lie and false and Muḥammad is a deceptive. The message, which was given by that man was enlightening for twelve centuries, and still it is performed by hundreds million people like us, they are also created by God, who created us. It is fact that millions of Muslims lived and died believing in this message and still it is followed by a countless number of people. How anyone can think that this message is a lie and a deception? As for, I myself never can accept this view. Can we say that God created all of the creatures to promote the lying and cheating into all of them for the ratification and acceptance by them? If it is right, however, all of the people are mad and insane, and the life is only an absurdity and futility, if it was not created was better". (17) Then Lyle analyzed the personality of Muḥammad the prophet and discovered the aspects of his genius that reflect the highest sense of the revelation. Lyle ended his words and said that that Muhammad being the prophet of God was sincere in his call and true to his faith, like other great believers).

Nowhere, the emotional and scientific miracles in Qur'an deny that Qur'an belongs to the human origin, as it is witnessed by those who studied those scientific facts in Qur'an from the believers and others. For example, we see a French doctor: (Maurice Buckle) says in his book entitled: (Qur'an, Torah, Bible and the science):

(These scientific aspects that were specific to Qur'an raised my surprise, because they were in full conformity with the modern scientific knowledge. It was my first aim to read Qur'an and study its verses one by one. I paid my attention particularly to the accuracy of those points related to the natural phenomena. I was surprised by the concepts we have conformed today about this phenomena, which was completely unknown for every one in the era of Muḥammad. Meanwhile we find heavy scientific errors in Torah, do not find any fault in Qur'an. It had led me to ask: If the author of Qur'an a man, how did he manage in the seventh century of Christian era to write what turned out to be consistent with the modern science today? Who can have a pre-scientific culture in the era of the revelation, about ten centuries of our scientific culture earlier? No doubt, there are some scientific issues in the references of Qur'an raise the surprise. This testimony from an investigator and researcher such as (Maurice Buckle) has its weight and importance, who has studied Qur'an and its verses one by one, then has viewed in the light of his specialization, so his research was
distinguished with a scientific academic nature and his outcome was a matter of proud for the scholars. (18)

On the basis of these facts, it can be proved that Islam is the true religion of God, it is the religion of every virtue, saves the mankind from the straying from the right path, being useful for himself in this life and the Hereafter, and the Islamic nation is the best nation raised up to lead the people to do the good and forbid evil, and seeks to establish the social justice and world peace. However, these facts were understood or were not understood, but were ignored by the West. Therefore, the West mentions Islam with all kinds of sins and, goes with its materialist views against every religion.

Thus it may now clear that the aim of these criminal acts is to mislead Western consciousness, it is not to hurt the religious emotions and feelings of the eastern Muslims. Therefore, no need to use violence against the West, and Western materialist man, as being a human he deserves to be respected, but we must cure the corruption in the materialistic system of thinking to the western patient, by explaining the facts, and the statement of the historical background of hatred between the East and West, which must be removed to bring nations and peoples near to each other, because there is no prophet amongst us now, there is no use for the comparison between the prophet and the prophet. All that we have inherited from our laurels is the faith and call the people to the good action according to the laws and provisions, we should invite the scholars to a comparative study of the religions, especially to the comparison between the three monotheistic religions: Judaism, Christianity and Islam to see the differences and temporal evolution of developments of mental capabilities of human beings from time to time, bearing those laws that were not rigid, given to temporal and environmental changes, and must not be rigid, because these laws have a strong connection to the human life and basic needs of human beings will be interrupted until the Day of Resurrection, because everything in our mundane is moving toward the perfection so, there must be a comparison between the religion and religion, and law and law, because the comparison is the only way to find out what is the most complete and best, as well as comparison reduce the tensions between nations on the basis of religion. Therefore, our eyes towards the religions must be changed to bring the nations and peoples near and near to each other, and invite them to love and harmony, synergy and togetherness for the good action, freedom and prosperity for the peoples in this contemporary world, because these religions are given to the people to make the people happy in this life before the death, and not to kill humans and not for the genocides of nations and their generations..
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